Inter. Tournament «Cup of Zhetitsu»

1 Abduraïmov M Kyrgyzstan
2 Abduraimov M
3 Temen M Astana
4 Sagarbaev Kalibaev ZhamR
5 Sagarbaev K
6 Zhamakov Alizhan OKO
7 Zhamakov A
8 Alibekov saper SKO
9 Omirov Torgun Kar R)
10 Omirov T
11 Zholdestekov Miras Astana
12 Dijar A CHINA
13 Kuanyshbek Ergenzi OKO
Kanat Kanysh Kar R
15 Niyum Dilshat
16
17 Ramazan rangilini PV0R
18 Serikbaev Nazhazin AlmR
19 Amanzholov Nizhang Aker R
20 Alpamukhov Shokin AlmR
21 Alpamukhov Shokin
22 Zhamberik Alau Aimer R
23 Nuraulybek Akhala
24 Nuraulybek Akhala BKO
25 Kuanyshbaev Rakhat Almaty
26 Madiev Madyr Yang Almaty
27 Janseitov R Karpathian
28 Toleba Nurdos Almaty
Toleba Nurdos
29 Turysyrov Almahan Almaty
30 Turysyrov Almahan (Almaty, 1999 K, CIV)
31 Turysyrov Almahan
32 Odilov Abdulali Uzbekistan

Supervozier, AIBA ***star:
B.Bekpenbetov (Zham.region)